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Factorization in high-energy nucleus-nucleus fragmentation cross sections
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It is shown that the basic quantity of the abrasion-ablation model of nucleus-nucleus collisions, namely

the probability of extracting a nucleon from the projectile, is a quasi-universal quantity. It can be given a
form which does not depend upon the target and which depends weakly upon the projectile. It is shown

how this property is related to the weak factorization of the cross sections.

NUCLEAR REACTIONS Fragmentation in relativistic heavy ion collisions.
Factorization of the cross section.

It has been observed for a few years" that the
inclusive fragmentation cross sections in the rela-
tivistic nucleus-nucleus collisions can be factor-
ized according to the formula

o(F, P, T) = o~~y»,

where F, P, and T stand for the fragment, the
projectile, and the target, respectively. Form
(I) can be called weak factorization as opposed to
the strong factorization form which reads

o (F, P, T) = (ropy T .
The present experimental data do not allow one to
draw conclusions about the validity of relation (2).

It has been shown recently' that the abrasion-
ablation model' ' of relativistic heavy ion colli-
sions predicts that weak factorization is approxi-
mately valid while strong factorization is violated.
In this paper, our aim is to bring to light the ex-
act relation between the abrasion-ablation model
and the factorization and to comment about some
properties of the model.

I.et us call o'„(P, T) the abrasion cross section
for removing n nucleons from the projectile. It is
clear that the factorization of o„(P,T) implies the
one of the abrasion-ablation cross section (see
Ref. 5). One has the basic relations'

v„(P, Y)= )f d'b[) -Pp (b)]"
S

where the probability function P~T(b) is defined by

cleon cross section and p is the nuclear density.
(t, z) are cylindrical coordinates with z along the
incident direction and b is the impact parameter.

We recall that Eqs. (3)-(5) are obtained by using
the nonrelativistic Glauber multiple scattering
theory' as applied' "to a composite projectile
and target. It is interesting to note that the trivial
relativistic extension, namely the introduction of
Lorentz contracted objects, does not change the
value of P~T(b) since the function (t)( t) is not af-
fected by a Lorentz contraction.

We have computed the quantities o„(P,T} and

P~T(b) for a large number of colliding pairs. Our
results confirm those of Ref. 3. Moreover, we
observed that the probability function P»(b) can
be written

PpT(b) =fp(b —gT), (6)

TABLE I. The translation amplitude ( (in fm) of Eq.
(6) for different projectiles (P) and targets (T). It
appears that $ is a function of T only.

where the function f~(x) only depends upon the pro-
jectile P. In other words, the quantity PrT(b) only
depends on the target T by a translation of the co-
ordinate. More remarkable perhaps is the fact
that the amplitude $T of the translation does not
depend upon the projectile (see Table I}. We show
in Fig. I how the relation (6) is fulfilled for the
"Al and ' 'Ag projectiles. The discrepancy for
x=b —)T smaller than 5 fm which arises for light
targets only can be disregarded in practice since

P (b) Jd T( (t)exp[ —AT=a'„„( ((+b)[ (4) 16O
T
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In the above equations, o» is the nucleon-nu-
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TABLE II. The average (x„p) (aee text) for the tAI
and the ~Ag projectiles for different values of the num-
ber n of abraded nucleons.
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FIG. 1. The universal fnncCion fz(x) for the Al and
Ag projectiles. fz(x) is the probability function Ppy(x)

for the Cu target. The filled (o) and open (0) dots, the
crosses (g and the triangles (6) correspond to the
translated probability functions of the 0, Al, 7Ag,
and 2 Pb targets, respectively. For x greater than 5
fm, they all fall on the universal curve and are not
shown. The computations were done at an energy of 2
GeV/nucleon with a Woods-Saxon density distribution for
the targets and projectiles.

the main contribution to the integral in Eq. (8)
comes from higher values of x [see Eq. (7) below].
We have set 4 equal to zero for the ~Cu target.

Let us now show how the above mentioned quasi-
universality guarantees the weak factor ization
property of the cross sections. By making use of
(6) Eq. (3) can be written

Ap
(z„(P, T) = dx(x+ $r)

x [I f, (x)]f,( x)"-' ", (7)

where the lower limit of integration can be put e-
qual to zero since this introduces at most a one
percent error even in the less favorable cases.
We write

(Ap
o„(P, T) =~ (&x.p)+ hp)&. ~,

k pg

A, p
&„(P,T) n N z (x„z,)+ gr
o„i(P, T) ~Mz, N„~ (x„,p)+ g

(n'
(9)

should be independent of T if weak factorization is
valid. This is indeed the case for either (x„r)=
(x„Iz,) or (x„z,) and (x'„z,)» 4 as can be seen from

where N„~ is the normalization constant relative to
the distribution [1 -f~(x)]"[f~(x)]"p " and where

(x„~) is the corresponding x average.
The ratio
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Tables I and II. It appears that weak factorization
holds within 10-15%%uo on an average. In the least
favorable case (n very different from n' and T= "O)
the weak factorization is broken by some 20%%uo.

We also looked at the ratio

tr„(P, T) (x„~)+$r
o„(P,T') (x„,)+ g, . (10)
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which should not depend upon n if weak factoriza-
tion is valid. This is realized if (x„~) is much
larger than 4 whatever n and T are Table.s I and
II and Fig. 1 indicate that, once again, Eq. (10)
is satisfied by 10%%uo on an average, but this percen-
tage becomes larger for the "0projectile when T
is very different from T .

Equation (10) and our tables tell that strong fac-
torization is not so well satisfied as the weak one.
Indeed the range of variation of (x„p) becomes
rather large when both n and P are allowed to vary
while it is- much smaller when pg is varied with P
kept fixed [notice that relation (9) does not tell
anything about the strong factorization property].

The weak and simple dependence of the fragmen-
tation cross sections upon the details of the target
can be traced back to the interplay between the ex-
ponential form of Eq. (4) and the relatively high
value of cr». Hence the projectile only sees" the
outer fringes of the target and one may consider
that in the last resort the factorization arises
from the relatively short mean free path of the
high-energy nucleons in nuclear matter.
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